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Void Making Machine

Electronic & Handicrafts
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Customized Packing

Carton Liner

Corners End Cap

Roll

Glass Bottles
VOID/ DUNNAGE MACHINE
EMPTY SPACE FILLING, BOX STRENGTHENING.

Inflatablepackaging.in provides a variety of highly efficient, latest, fast & compact void/ Dunnage making machines. These machines are fast, quite & easy to operate. Just press the button & the pre installed roll starts converting into air pouches / void fillers/ dunnage air bags.

All you need is to tear off from the perforation, start filling the empty spaces in the boxes, seal it, and your product is ready for shipment, just in seconds.

Your highly valuable products now require no more filling of bulky waste news paper or tissue papers or shredded waste paper. No more bad impression of your product and damage on your brand image due to filling waste in empty space.

These air bags are 100% recyclable, eco friendly, hygienic provide cushioning, act as internal box support system, helps in damage control, are cost effective and all the above help to build your brand image. Being weightless these help to cut the steep shipping cost.

CARTON LINER

Inflatablepackaging.in provides a line of customizable carton liners. The product is perfect replacement of Thermocol.

Carton liners from inflatablepackaging.in are highly cost effective Provides a high standard of cushioning to the products, requires a very less space for storage , is easily disposable, & is 100% recyclable & eco friendly too; Whereas Thermocol in comparison requires a large space to store, needs high protection from fire, is not easily disposable & is not Eco friendly.

It is a unique combination of multiple chambers. If in any case is any one of the chamber gets pricked and looses air then the air in balance chambers remain inflated to provide continued protection to the product.

Carton liner comes in a variety of chamber thickness of 20MM, 30MM & 40MM for multiple applications.
**ROLLS**

Air columns sheet roll is a kind of protective wall which wraps all around the large and/or irregularly shaped items and provides the air cushioning.

Air column sheet roll comes with continuous yet independent tubes. The see through structure helps to set the approximate length good enough to wrap around the product.

Through a quick visual inspection the width is set by pinching off the air supply with a binder clip, filling air and cutting the roll.

The Roll comes in a width of 440 MM, 600 MM, 780 MM & 1000 MM. The continuous running length is available between 300~600 Meters as per requirement.

The Individual air chambers with independent valves allow for non-catastrophic failure.

These are helpful in reduction of monetary losses due to damages, helpful in building brand image through customer satisfaction, are highly cost-effective, efficient and environmentally friendly protective packaging solution.

---

**SHIPPING POUCH/ AIR BAG**

Air cushioning for Cell Phones, Electronic Goods, Handicraft items, Jewellery, Watches and all fragile goods

InflatablePackaging.in provides a line of customizable Air Pouches for Primary & Secondary Protective Packaging. Air Bags are available for various applications like Cell Phones & accessories, Electronic Goods & spares, Handicrafts, Jewellery, Beauty Products, Watches, Automobile industry, Scientific & Lab Instruments, and all fragile good’s.

These Air Pouches are helpful in reduction of monetary losses due to damages, helpful in building brand image through customer satisfaction, are highly cost-effective, efficient and environmentally friendly protective packaging solution.

It’s an unique combination of multiple air chambers. If in any case is any one of the chamber gets pricked and looses air then the air in balance chambers remains inflated to provide continued protection to the product.
CORNERS & END CAPS

InflatablePackaging.in provides a line of customizable Air Pouches for Corners & Edges Protection as a primary packaging solution for fragile goods like Paintings, Televisions, Monitor Screens, Wall Clocks, Wooden Furniture, Glass Furniture, Glass Products like Mirrors, & all kind of rectangular/ square shaped items.

These Air Pouches are helpful in reduction of monetary losses due to damages, helpful in building brand image through customer satisfaction, are highly cost-effective, efficient and environmentally friendly protective packaging solution.

Protection of Honey, Olive Oil, Pickles, Deo, Perfume, Wine, Spirit, Beverage, and all kind of Glass Bottles

InflatablePackaging.in provides a line of customizable pouches Primary Protective Packaging Solution for all Honey, Olive Oil, Pickles, Deo, Perfume, Wine, Spirit, Beverage, Bottles packaging / shipping problems.

Our product is highly cost-effective, efficient and environmentally friendly protective packaging.

It is a unique combination of multiple air chambers. If in any case is any one of the chamber gets pricked and looses air then the air in balance chambers remain inflated to provide continued protection to the product.
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